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be affected? Get the

out who's coming
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Caffeine is coming

and

work.
Because of the time

and trouble it takes to go gel
c o ff e e a n d t h e n c o m e b a c k t o

learn
BRANDON

study, students simply don't.
And so, they are continually
subjected to suffering under
the weight of stress without
caffeine to aid in alertness and

WALLACE

attitude.

Stajf Writer

Coffee lovers and

addicts at George Fox

Every Monday and
Wednesday at 10:00 a.m., stu
dents pile into Bauman
Auditorium to spend time in

University need no longer be
stuck in this devastating
dilemma. There is a solution.

-The Foxhole, the

worship and to hear God's

campus coffee cafe, will be re
opening in approximately six

word.

Sometimes the cam

weeks. The coffee house is a

pus Pastor, Gregg Lamm,

place where students can come
to study, relax, drink lots of

leads the devotion, other times

it is lead by the student chap

Espresso and meet with

lain, and once in awhile there

are special speakers that come
to George Fox.
One of the first major
speakers who came to the uni
versity was Brennan
Manning, a former Franciscan
priest and author. Manning
started off the Christian Life

Week on Sunday night during
Over the Edge, which is a stu
dent-organized worship time.
Manning then spoke during
the two chapels on Monday,
Sept. 25 and on Wednesday,
Sept. 27.
Students also had the

opportunity to hear Manning
speak during some optional
sessions on Monday and
Tuesday night at 7:30 p.m.,
but this is not the only time
students got to see Manning.
If students wanted to talk with

him one on one, they just
scheduled an appointment
with him for either Monday or
Tuesday afternoon.
Lamm stated, "The

student response we get after
students

hear

Brennan

Manning is phenomenal."
T h i s i s n o t t h e fi r s t

time Manning has been at
George Fox. He first came
here in 1992 and spoke during
one of the chapels. He then
returned in 1996 to speak

again. He is now back for his
third time in about eight years.

see Chapel, page 3

friends.

Photo by Jessica Howard

Previously known as Kelsey House, the building now holds the Foxhole.
ERIN

NEWBERRY

Staff Writer
A good jivin' cup of
mojo enlightens the hearts of
many drowsy and disheartened
college students at any point
during a normal weekday

evening.

they

are

simply

too

far

a w a y.

T o fi n d t h i s m u c h -

Difficulties arise when, with

needed commodity, one has
few options. Various coffee
cafes in downtown Newberg

out the convenience of a vehi

o ff e r a r e l a x e d e n v i r o n m e n t .

However, although
these cocoa havens are nice.

cle, one attempts to tote to
these java joints the supply of
books and electronic equip
ment needed to complete the
necessary drudgery of home

Said sophomore
Heidi Matousek, "It's a fun,

cozy, relaxed hang-out atmos
phere." Other students also
enjoy the convenience and
comfort of the Foxhole.
"I think the Foxhole

see Caffeine, page 12

Boys in the hood: new reps
ELIZABETH

BRUNO

Staff Writer
On September 12th

captain of his debate team.
This year, Holmes
also plans to be involved in

the freshman class include a

He is planning to be involved

snow day at Mt. Hood, a class

one way or another in student

camping trip, and a movie

Student

night. Nate hopes to earn

government throughout his
college career.
Nate's biggest priori

Alumni

Council

and 13th, the freshman class

made their first decision by

ty and main goal this year is to
no longer just participate in the

casting votes and electing their
2000-2001 freshman represen

church, but to become a real

tatives.

part of the church in how he
lives and worships. "I want to

With a sixty-seven
percent turnout, the class
selected two young men to
voice their opinions in the

represent Christ and by doing
that, I will be representing the
freshman class," said Holmes.
Elected as the other

upcoming year.
David

freshman class representative

Holmes is one of the newly
elected class representatives.
Nate hails from Spokane,
Washington and is the eldest

is John Michael Meindersee 11.

Nathaniel

of four children.

Interested in major
ing in political science or his
tory, he was involved in high
school at Boys State in the
State Congress as a political
debater, as well as being the

Nathan Holmes and John Meindersee II have

great plans for this year's freshmen class.
(SAC), intramural football, the money to use in addition to the
No Limits leadership program, hundred dollars budgeted for
debate and various Bible stud

each of the class activities.

Coming to us from Brush
Prarie, Washington, he is also
the eldest of four children.

Planning to major in
music, John plays the saxo
phone, piano, guitar and
drums. His favorite band is

Holmes enjoys his

ies.
Some of the events he

position and being able to have

would like to see planned for

a hand in how things are run.

see Reps, page 12
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Campus Contetnpldtiotts
Would you rather have to say, "Just kidding" at the end of every
sentence...or have everything you eat taste like asparagus?
I believe / would rather have "just kidding" at the end of every sentence.

You know- j would

Often times I am sarcastic, however people don't realize it and take me seri
ously, Thus an inclusion of "just kidding" would solve many communica

much rather have

everything taste like

tion problems. And if I had something serious to say I could simply add

asparagus. Here's niy

another "just kidding" to the end of my sentence. This would cause the two

reasoning: I find it very

"just kidding"s to cancel each other out thus yielding a serious statement.
Besides, who would want everything to taste like asparagus? Imagine get

annoying when people
say the same line over
and over- like ifs sup

ting an Ice Cream cone at The Bone and, no matter which flavor you
picked, they all tasted like asparagus! There goes all variety. How lame

posed to be hilarious or
something. I do like

would that be?

— Kenny Davis

asparagus and would

n't mind some good oV
I would rather have (to

say) "Just Kidding" at the
end of every sentence
because I joke around a lot
and 1 think it would be

Fd rather have everything I eat taste
like asparagus because I like aspara

fashioned asparagus

gus and if you said "just kidding" at

s o m e t h i n g . Yu m I

the end of every sentence, you could
never say anything meaningful.

Yum!

chunk ice-cream or

— Shawna Buchanan

cool.
— Emilie Gates

I would rather say, "Just Kidding" at the end of every sentence. If everything
tasted like asparagus, eating would soon be very boring. But if I had to say,
"Just Kidding," I would have a new dimension of challenge in my life. Just
think, if I. had to tell an empioyee he was fired, I wouid have to say, "You have
done a great job for us and we will keep you forever. Just kidding." What
wouid I say when my wife asks me how dinner was? "Lousy, honey. Just kid
ding. " Those two words wouiid certainly keep me on my toes. One thing is
certain.

I

wouid

— Catherine

not

be

bored.

— Bradley Church

I wouid rather have all my
food taste like asparagus.
I hate asparugus, but it

Strickland

Well obviously in order to survive life saying "just kidding"
after every sentence, poses some problems, cause that means
you have to say things you don't mean in order to relay what
you do mean. For instance "I really don't want you to pass
the milk-just kidding" would drive everyone insane. So the
only alternative would be for a person to learn sign language
or carry a slate & chalk with him/her where ever they went.
In the case of asparagus, hopefully one is born with the taste
of aspargus, so that they would never know any other taste,
such as the sugary taste of chocolate or the taste of icecream.

But in case that this change was somehow a miraculous-

hav

overnight change, then this could be seriously detrimental.
In this case the "just kidding" option would be preferred.

ing everyone see me as a

— Jason Bradley

wouid

be

better

than

liar.

— Michael McGeehon

Every rational human being should know that

the obvious answer is that the latter choice,
Is everything I eat going to have the same amount of calories as asparagus. Is it the
calories of one stalk or two or more? What is the usual serving size of asparagus at
a meal? Can we season up the asparagus with savory butter sauce or would that
also taste like asparagus? Suppose I lick my computer screen, but don't eat
it...would that also taste like asparagus? I didn't eat it, so it shouldn't, right? Or is
the asparagus flavor originating on my tongue? Suppose I ate a stick of butter and
it tasted like asparagus...It would be only taste, right? I mean, thinking back now,
that the calories wouldn't be counted as asparagus. What a fool I was to think that.
It would still have the consistancy of butter and it's soft, brick-like

appearancc...And all the saturated fat. But back to the licking thing..,Is it only on
my taste buds or maybe it's in my brain?
— James Eubank

having everything taste like asparagus, is
much more beneficial than the former choice,
having to say "Just kidding" at the end of
every sentence. Asparagus is...mmm...tasty.

The sweet/tangy/speciai taste of asparagus

makes taste buds sing. Taste buds sing well.

^^"-^ingers. The soothing

song of the taste buds makes ears grin I

want my ears to grin forever, and so do you.
tastFiill ^ everything I eat

fTom chlekTS.

— Matt Chandler
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Teaching homosexuality to kids?
■l E S S i r A A . h o w a r h

as their biggest supporters. Some

EdiTor-in-Chief

educators claim that there is no

PORTLAND. Ore. - The
Christian Coalition and worried
parents are combating gay-rights
activists in a major decision over

Oregon schools except in sex
education classes. Others say that
the measure is unnecessary and
limits academic freedom, com

homosexual

the promoting of homosexuality
in Oregon's public school class
r o o m s .

Measure 9, a controver

sial initiative on the November

ballot, would forbid any teaching
that "encourages, promotes, or

curriculum

m u c h f r e e d o m a n d i n fl u e n c e i n

says, "It should be obvious to any
normal, rational, healthy adult
that our public schools should not
be teaching to anyone under the

and local institutions that provide
education for patients or
inmates."

Sponsored by the
Oregon Citizen's Alliance
(OCA), Measure 9 has drawn
support from pro-family advo
cates and the Christian Coalition.

In both 1992 and 1994, the OCA

backed similar measures, both of
which were defeated.

Proponents of Measure
9 call homosexuality and bisexuality a "divisive subject that is not
necessaiy to the instruction of
students in public schools."
Critics

have

hired

a

political consultant to aid them,
with labor unions and educators

Richard Land, president
of the Southern Baptist
Convention's

TEMPLETON

Stajf Writer
Prepare to be energized.
I n i t s s e c o n d y e a r, t h e
Student Alumni Council, S.A.C.,

is poised for action. Its mission:
to "foster loyalty, tradition and
unity by encouraging every stu
dent to become an intentional and
active member of the George Fox

nonnal lifestyle...
"Homosexuals describe

their relationships as loving and

al acts to children as young as 12

caring. But what about a brother
and sister who wants to gel mar

years old.
Opponents call the OCA

ried? Do we allow the incest

"militant" and point to the previ
ous failures of the alliance to pass

Club' to meet at school just
because they say they have a lov

their sponsored measures.

ing, caring relationship? No."
Critics again argue that

Paul Vamell, a homo
sexual activist, states that teach

ers need to "explain to children

Some parents are fighting to keep such curriculum away
from their children, especially with the younger ages.
what parents fear, especially as
educators seem to ignore parental

gay. Students who persevere need
to be disciplined or suspended to
show children and their parents

schooling."
Kindergarten teacher

opposition to such teachings.
Peter LaBarbera, presi

and students.

Jaki Williams claims that "teach

dent of Americans for Truth, a

that the schools are serious."

ing five-year-olds about homo
sexuals is important because chil
dren at that age are just develop

pro-family group, suggests
"Certainly educators can teach
decency and kindness without
affirming homosexuality as nor
mal and good...Educators .are

Oregon's GOP candidate for state
attorney general, dismisses those
claims, saying, "1 have read it
(Measure 9) very carefully. And
its actual words say that we
shouldn't be validating homosex
ual conduct in schools. 1 agree
with that simple message."

One pro-homosexuality
report says
years that
impressions
people. It is
they learn

"It is in the younger
students form their ing their superego and that's
of lesbian and gay • where the saturation process
imperative, then, that needs to begin."
This "saturation" is just
about lesbian/gay -

week, clues will be posted on
Foxmail that will disclose its
whereabouts, and thus the search
is on. The victor will receive
$200.00.

"This has been very success
ful at other schools," says Mr.
Box. "Money is always a great

motivator, especially for college
students. We hope to have a lot
of participation."

ble for planning each event.
There are two general meetings
each month that are mandatory
for club members. They can also
serve as informational meetings
for those who want to get
involved.

"Everyone must apply to be
a member of S.A.C.," explains
Mr. Box. "However, there is no
m a x i m u m n u m b e r. I w o u l d l o v e

"The Alumni Board sees

the need to energize students and

and junior milestones, the senior

The time commitment is minimal

let them know what it means to

Salute, Dinner 4 Eight, an oppor

and it is a great way to give back

be an alumni of the school," says
Mr. Scott Box, Assistant Director
of Alumni and Parent Relations

tunity for students .to meet with

to the school."

alumni and find out what some
have done with their degrees
from Fox, and assisting the
Alumni office with Homec

Applications are available
via Foxmail, campus mail, and

oming and class floats.
"Our goal is to instill loyalty,

M e r i d i a n a n d 9 9 W.

respect, pride, an atmosphere of
unity, and a deep sense of her
itage in the minds of all stu

emphasizes Box. "It's my min
istry, my love. 1 can never give
back what 1 received here. My
favorite part of an opportunity

school pride or tradition. We
want to develop some lasting tra
ditions that run deep. This won t

happen overnight. Traditions
often happen by accident. We

just need to energize the right
people and get something start
ed."

T h e S . A . C . ' s fi r s t

attempt at a new tradition is the
Medallion Search. Beginning the
first week in October, students
will have the opportunity to win

big. A one-of-a-kind medallion

will be hidden somewhere in
Newberg. Every day for one

cation and AIDS programs,

issues in an age-appropriate way
from the beginning of their

to see 80-90 percent of the stu
dent body involved in some way.

and '99 graduate. "George Fox
does not have a strong sense of

the initiative would hurt sex edu

why they are wrong and that
there is nothing wrong with being

Other S.A.C. events this year
include freshman, sophomore,

University family."

dents," says Box.
"We do this by developing

programs, events, and activities
geared toward leadership devel
opment, tradition development,

by stopping by the Alumni Board
house located on the corner of

like this is to be close with stu
dents.

"I love sharing my experi
ences with students and 1 want to
do that. 1 believe in the mission

George Fox University service."

God's hands. I am excited about

goals, there is an Executive-Team
and various committees responsi

Ye t K e v i n M a n n i x ,

confusing children and under
mining the moral instruction of

Have

an

opinion on
the

above

article???
(Better yet — want

to get paid for it?)

"This is a God thing,"

alumni career/relationship net
work development, and to
In order to accomplish these

destroy valuable school pro
grams, and harm gay teachers

of the S.A.C., yet it's totally in

seeing tangible results and seeing
the realization of our goals this
year and in the future."

Send your opinion
articie

to

Davida

Ankeny via Foxmaii.
Yo u w i i i b e p a i d f o r a n y
pubiished articiesl
Issue

Sepien

and

age of 18 that homosexuality is a

SAC wants you
BETH

Ethics

Religious Liberty Commission

schools, pointing to a recent act
Education Network (GLSEN). In
Massachusetts, GLSEN used tax
payer money to fund a workshop
where educators diagrammed and
demonstrated explicit homosexu

state universities, and all state

cessful, it'll energize people who
believe things have gotten out of
control."

bisexual behavior. Schools found
in violation would lose state

lic secondary schools, communi
ty colleges, state colleges and

come nationwide...If it's suc

menting that students or parents
can drop such classes if they do
not agree with the curriculum.
Yet parents argue that
the gay-rights movement has too

of the Gay, Lesbian, and Straight

"public elementary schools, pub

In mid-July, LaBarbera
told The Oregonian tiial Measure
9 could be "a sign of things to

in

sanctions" homosexual and

funding. Such schools include

parents."
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A&E

www.what's-good-on-the-Internet?.coni.org.net

■FUSTIN I.OH & DAN Wll I IS;
A&E Editors

Here's an unclerstaleincnt: llie Internet is a large
resource of information. Here's atiother one: it can .some

Multimedia

times be hard t<-» llnd what you are looking for. That's
why we here at the Crescent have used our office hours
to do something ctinsiructive and .search the Internet Ibr
some point.s of interest that you do not want to miss.

Entertainment —
Ain't It Cool Ncw.s is a site dedicated to movie news

where pseudo-celebrity webmaster Harry Knowles and his
army of spies gel the inside dirt on films in production as
well as reviewing the movies well before they are released
to the piiblic.
Counting Down is a web
site that hosts a network of
"count downs" dedicated to

upcoming movies. Get news,
multimedia, and other Info on

everything from the upcoming
"Lord of the Rings" trilogy to
the soon-to-be released
"Jurassic Park III."

httnd/www.coinUinQdown.cnni/

If you want information on any movie you can think
of, no matter how obscure it is, go to the internet Movie
Database. Not only will you find comprehensive infor
mation on your favorite film, but also games, contests,
video and theatrical charts, upcoming release info and

A classic website for

humorou.s desktop wallpaper
has been .IokeWallpaper.com.
Customize you desktop with
eye candy that pokes fun at
Microsoft, Bill Clinton, and
other pop culture references.

Even send an online joke postcard.
IUtn://\v\\'W.i()h'M'al!p(ipi>rrnni

if you use Winamp, a popular .mp3 player,
then you probably already know that you can cus
tomize the look of it by adding different 'skins'.

IGN.com is a vast network with each

branch covering a specific area such
as DVDs, video games, movies, even
a section dedicated to guys only.
h t t D : / / \ V W W. i 9 n m m

Launch.com is the source for all your music news

and info. Watch almost 6,000 music videos of all styles
and genres and make a playlist of your favorites. Listen to
streaming audio fan stations or create your own.
ht!D:/lw\\'w.lniinch.com/

How many people out there
like toilet humor? I for one do.
Even when toilet humor is on

Game got you

stumped? Need a code?

questions answered about
virtually any game for
virtually any system.

httn://\\'w\\'.skin-.oni

Home to some of the most beautiful and amaz

ing 3D rendered artwork this editor has ever seen,
Digital Blasphemy (it's nothing more than a name,
trust me) boasts of a wide gallery that covers many
different subjects. Although to download some of

the really good stuff requires a paid membership,
what's free is so good that it's almost priceless.
h l l r > : / / \ \ ' \ \ ' w. ( ! h i t o l h t m n h p m v r n i n

From Atari, to the NES,

to the PC, it's all here so you don't have any excmses to
remain stumped.
http.'/lwww.eatnefaas.coin
I think it's safe to say that some of the best games
ever made reside in the arcade. Unfortunately, most of
them were never converted to home systems. But now,
you too can play your favorite arcade classics, without
quarters even, on your own computer. Re-visit classics

tomization is the desk

top theme. Desktop

like "Gauntlet," "Street Fighter 11" or even the recent

THEUNLEASH^

theme websites are in

abundance on the

'Neo-Geo" games. You can even play Nintendo, Super
Nintendo, and Genesis games just like you actually
owned the thing. It's called emulation and it's becoming
more and more popular all the time. Vintage Gaming is

the resource to visit to begin your nostalgic quest.

Internet, but only The Unleashed lets you have
access to over 10,000 desktop themes of every cat
egory and subject. You can even download pic
tures to change your startup/shutdown screens.
hltr>://ww\v.theinileashe(}.rm»

Don't you Jove collecting those '.wav' files

that not only represent your computer's sounds, but
also play some sort of funny sound or skit? Sound

Itttpillwww.vintagevatmttQ .cnm!

Miscellaneous —

An excellent site for anyone who is fond of poetry

IS Poetry.com. Write your own poetry, post it to the site

for the world to see. retain copyrights, and even get it
printed in books! On top of that, you are automatically

America has almost 30.000 sound files for your

entered for a cash drawing with the additional chance of

downloading pleasure. Listen to your favorite TV
show's theme or enjoy a favorite quote from a

getting a publishing contract.
http :!l\vw>\\>.pnp.tr\Krnn)

movie.

Aptly named. The Ultimate Science Fiction Web
Guide ,s a resource to over 6.000 sci-f, related web
sites. Not only a resource for literature, but also a

laugh. 1 know there are people out there who feel the

So you want yourself some .mp3s, eh? Well,
there are many ways other than Napster to achieve

poop. I know everyone is saying. "That is sick!" right
now. Well, that is what you will be saying when you see
the cartoons, but it will be said while rolling on the ground
with laughter. Visiting that site is part of my daily routine.

lnip://wu'w.L>rmi(^spv.roni

such custom made designed skins. You can even

the verge of being really sickening, it wil always make me'

cailoon every weekday, and the cartoons are all about

internet games with your friends.

download amazing desktop wallpaper here as well.

httD://\\'w\v.snimdamerica.rnni

same way. So if you like that kind of humor, there is a
web sight just for you. Doodlc.coni comes out with a new

GaincSpy is an unbelievably vast network dedicat

ed to gaming. Find information on a system, or just one
particular gmne. Download their software and setup

Visit GameFAQs, a site
dedicated to having your

The ultimate medi

you want a lot of everything?

Free online mtdlipiayer gaming and hundreds ot leagues
of popular Internet games.
http://\\'w\v.iL'/.tic'f

capability and Sklnz.org brings you a wealth of

um in desktop cus

Do you want a little bit, nay, do

woHd and see i, i,t print? Conte to Case's Ladder.

There are many other programs that have the same

much, much, more.
httn:l/iis.ini(]h.cnnil

Wanl some online gaming competilion? Interested

in being in a tot.rnament? Do you want to be the best in

this, but that is for you to find out. But a good
starting point is Oth.net. Very simple: just type in
what you are looking for and browse through the
results. Pretty reliable most of the time.

Want a comprehensive look at what's voinc on in

h H D : / / \ v w w. o t h . m ' . t

h l 1 n : / / w \ \ ' \ v. ( t o n ( l i c m m

Visit The Spark for all sorts of outrageous humor,

Independent film has

cnlcrlaining online polls, tests and contests. Find out

quickly found a home on the

be in the future. You can even take an IQ test, or visit the

need the box office to gain

Internet. No longer do you

when you when you wil get married or how rich you wil
personal ads to find that special someone.
htW://www.ilu'sptirL- m,,,

Ever wonder what comic strips were out there that

weren't in any of our local Sunday

Still haven't found

what you are looking
for? Nothing looks

notoriety. Go to MediaTrip
and see some of the most well done short films that
the Internet has to offer.

enticing? Alright

http://w\\'\\'.mt'.fliafrip.cnm

papers? If so, check out Red Meat for

Gaming

one of the funniest comics you have

never seen. The entire archive of surre

o. ST.™ Jsr "

Keep up to date on all

al comic strips is posted, and it will
leave you iaugiiitig for hours at a time.

the new happenings in the
ever-growing video game

sites?

Visit

/Km

editors'

web-

industry with GameSpot.
hull of irreverent and bizarre luunor and satire, The
Onion is always a source of laughter. No one is safe from

their ridicule as they dive into politics, current events,
lifestyle, and more. You can even pick up Onion (not to

be confused with the food) merchandise that wil make
'bold' statements.
htfn://ww\\'.ilic'onion.cnni

Previews, reviews, codes, fea

tures, release dates, comprehensive coverage on
every current system: what more could you ask
for?

httn://n'\v\\>.Tdn('i.romlv(mu'spni/
NOTE: Neither George Fox or the Crescetit is
respon.sihle/or the co/itent of these websites.

ost frequentlwypseTatrSched for things
mp3
Oaine.s

Lyrics
4. Chat
Clinton

on Yahoo!"
Napster
Music

S. Maps
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of the Gun — it's not for evervbodv
•'

Guest Writer

a supporting role that
makes the film really

T h e fi r s t nian to raise the bar was
Ta r r a n t m ^
d
7
^^s
Quentln

click.

d rraamm
a - f-o hnaUr d• choarr e
d c osrh
e osohtoeo rt e/ rc/ cr ri im
me

^ been
bar
has
h
a s just been
raisedbefore.
again, butWell,
this timethe
by Chris
McQ

licks in with r/ie Usual Suspects, and Benicio Del Toro

jumps with him onto the G«« bandwagon

and
nd ParkerParkS."/"°
two petty criminals looki
Longbaugh
ng for a big break.
They spend the first portion of the film with very litle
"

D

"i'

minimum

^ ieufinally
comeswhoinis pul
the
form
oro ifn (Jul
tte Lewi
s), a woman
ling surro
gate mother duty for a rich man and his trophy wife.
kidnap her from her two bodyguards,

Jeffers and Obecks (Taye Diggs and Nicky Katt) in a
shootout at a maternity ward, and mass chaos becomes the

word of the day. The plot seems linear enough, but hang
on friends: this is where it gets interesting. I won't get into
it too deeply, as it would spoil several of the twists and
turns, but the film climaxes in a claustrophobic shootout
in a Mexican Hacienda.

The starring players in this film are great, but it's

James

Caan

(and if you don't know
who he is, I'm afraid
I'll have to come to

your room and smack
you with a wet towel)
plays an old, veteran
hitman named Samo.
The

role

is

pretty much every

thing you'd expect from Caan: gritty and cutting edge. recommend that any man take a date to it, as she will
He's the old school pro trying to teach the up and coming probably ditch you after the first scene (and 1 mean that
punks (Jeffers and Obecks) the way things are really done, quite literally). The violence in this film makes Pulp
and that there's not always going to be backup waiting Fiction and ResetToir Dogs seem like episodes of Sesame
when they get in trouble.
Caan steals the show, but this shouldn't come as

Street, so those with weak stomachs will probably want to
avoid it as well. And if you're looking for a movie where

a surprise, as he's been making a career out of stealing the "the good guys win," you'll be disappointed because there
spotlight with a supporting role for the past five years. If are no good guys: every character has a cross to bear.
the potential violence is a turn off to you, then you owe it
So all in all, I give this film 8 out of 10 on the tra
to yourself to at least check out Caan's performance, espe
ditional scale. However, that's an 8 out of 10 for people
cially the scene where he takes Longbaugh out for coffee, who like this style of movie. For those of you who don't,
making for one of the finest two man scenes on the big then I recommend you avoid this film like the plague.
screen in years.

Buckets 0' blood and a duffel bag full 0' ransom money.

This film, however, is not for everybody. 1 don't

From one side of the

globe to the other
ABBEY

Yo u ' v e b e e n w a r n e d .

Let's Chat
Entertainment; Naughty or nice?
DAN

SCHMITT

WILLIS

A& E Editor

Guest Writer

Do you love theater?

How far is the entertainment

Have you ever wondered how

industry going to be able to sink
their filthy claws into us? Tliey
have us in a headlock of corruption

Shakespearean actors do what
they do? Then you won't want
to miss out on a chance to expe
r i e n c e fi r s t - h a n d i n s t r u c t i o n

and a professional performance
from one of England's most
revered Shakespearean talents!
Graham Christopher of
London's Globe Theatre is vis

iting the United States and will
be touring around Portland and.
the surrounding areas during
the month of October.

H o s t e d b y L i n fi e l d

and Oct. 6 in Wood-Mar

Auditorium. Each night he will

give interactive workshops

demonstrating his unique
Christopher is admired

Twelfth Night and Hamlet. In

addition to these productions at

much

rather

watch

a

WWF

wrestling match than someone
being eaten by a lion.
Violence is a matter of the

Some people may think that, but I

heart. It isn't a matter of what

Following his perform
ances at Fox, Christopher will

sure don't. Is there a lot of violence

someone sees or hears. Can a form

in the movies? Yes there is, and that

of entertainment cause someone to

continue his tour at other

is why they rate the movies. Is there
a lot of violence in the songs played

act out in violence? No, it does not

versities, and Portland stages.
Among these are
Linfield College, Willamette
U n i v e r s i t y, C o n c o r d i a
University, Western Baptist

on the radio? Yes there is, but that

says, "Each one is tempted when, by
his own evil desires, he id dragged
away and enticed." We ourselves

violent? I don't think so. The

We make up our own mind about

College, University of

graphics are just better. I remember
an old game called Space Invaders.
It was one of my favorite games on
Atari. That game was simply based
on shooting and killing aliens.
Another fun game was
Wrestlemania for the original NES.
I had hours of fun beating the other
wrestlers up. That was when J

what we do and do not do. The

Northwest high schools, uni

Portland, Lane Community

School, and Canby High
School.

Don't miss this excel

lent chance to get an in-depth

glimpse of Shakespearean act
Reserve

tickets

for

Christopher's performances are

in the United Kingdom for his $10 each, and are available by

appearances in Julius Caesar,

lion to be eaten. I know I would

and we cannot seem to get out.

approach to teaching ing skills and techniques!
Shakespeare.

go to public hangings for our after
noon enjoyment, nor do we go
watch a Christian get thrown to a

of Macbeth for eight-year-olds!

College with support from College, Clackamas High
George Fox, Christopher's tour School, Oregon City High
will debut here at Fox on Oct. 4

•/

is why they have different radio sta
tions for different types of music.
Have video games become more

thought pro wrestling was real
(which it is). I think I am safe to say
that there were no major injuries
caused by violent tendencies caused

work like that at all. James 1:14

cause our own violent tendencies.

entertainment industry does not
want people to die. They want peo
ple to buy.
How many people that go to
George Fox have played James
Bond for the Nintendo 64? 1 am

sure it is a very big chuck of people.
Now how many of those people
have seriously considered shooting
someone? I think we all know the

answer to that. We all need to stop
passing the blame and see the truth.

contacting the George Fox
University box office at 554-

by Wrestlemania or Space Invaders.

Entertainment is not the cause of

Do I think violent movies

violence. It is a personal issue, and

3844 weekdays from 1:00 -

lead to violent acts? I don't think

again, an issue of the heart. Before
we start flinging judgement towards
modem entertainment, maybe we

the Globe Theatre, he is well 5:00 p.m. Performances are at
known for his style of teaching 7:30 p.m., October 4th and 6th,

so. Has anyone ever seen a Jackie
Chan movie? There is a lot of fight

and tickets will also be sold at
the door for $12 each.

should look at ourselves and make

Globe Theater visit:

ing in those movies. I consider
kicking people in the face a violent
act. Almost always, a Jackie Chan
movie just leads to happy Kung Fu
fun. Has anyone ever looked back

http://www.shakespeares-

into history at what their forms of

violence? Write to the Crescent

entertainment were? We no longer

with your thoughts.

Shakespeare,, having taught
workshops of King Lear for
senior citizens and Julius
Caesar for patients at

Broadmoor Prison Hospital.

In addition to these, he

has used his unique and excep

tional skills to lead workshops.

For more information on the

glnhe.ors/

sure there is no "log" in our eye.
Should the Entertainment industry
be held accountable for teenage

i.ssue

fSepiember?

CX
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Top Ten Billboard Music

Top 10 Billboard Albums

Singles

1 . L L C o o l J : G . O . A . T.

2. Nelly: Countty Grammar
3. Eminem: The Marshall Mathers LP

4. Boyz II Men: Nathan Michael
Shawn Wanya
5. Barenaked Ladies: Maroon
6.

Creed: Human Clay

7.

Britney Spears: Oops 1...I Did It
Again

9.

'N Sync: No Strings Attached
3 Doors Down: The Better Life

10

Various Artists: Now 3

8.

from

http://www. billboard, com

A&i

1."Music"

Top Ten at the Box

$ 5.8 m

1. The Watcher
Madonna

O f fi c e

$ 5.5 m
$ 5.1 m

2. Bait

2."Give Me Just One Night (Una

3. Bring It On

Noche)" 98
3. "Doesn't Really Matter" Janet

5. Space Cowboys

$ 4.0 m

D e g r e e s 4. Nurse Betty

$ 2.5 m

4. "Jumpin', Jumpin'" Destiny's Child 6. The Cell

$ 2.4 m

6 . " B e n t , " M a t c h b o x Tw e n t y

$ 2.3 m

$ 2.4 m

5. "Kryptonite" 3 Doors Down 7. What Lies Beneath
7. "Incomplete" Sisqo
8. "(Hot S**t) Country Grammar"

8. Almost Famous

$ 2.0 m

9. Scary Movie

$ 2.0 m

Nelly 10. Duets

9. "Come On Over Baby (All I Want Is
Yo u ) " C h r i s t i n a A g u i l e r a
10. "With Arms Wide Open" Creed
from

from

http://www. billboard, com

http -//us. imhd. com

Top 10 Movie Rentals
W E L L S
F A R G O

SKIP l e
LECTURE
■

i

We make BANKING
easy

1. Any Given Sunday
2. Mission to Mars

3. Erin Brockovich
4. American Psycho
5. Reindeer Games

6. Cider House Rules
7 . T h e W h o l e N i n e Ya r d s

8. The Next Best Thing
9.

Romeo

Must

Die

10. Deuce Bigalow, Male
Gigolo
from Hollywood Video

Top Video Game
Rentals
1.

Spider Man (PSX)

2.

Tony Hawk's Pro

Skater (N64)
Here's a subject you can ace. Banking at Wells Fargo is a walk in the quad with the
Student Combo'" Package. It combines a range of services into one smart plan.

Sign up today at the Wells Fargo location nearest your school and you'll score
a free Wells Fargo T-Shirt
The Student Combo Package
• Free Checking

• Free Student MasterCard*^ *

3.

Mario Tennis (N64)

4.

Perfect Dark (N64)

i5.

NFL Gamedav 2001

6.

(PSX)
Pokemon Stadium
(N64)

7.

,8.

Kirby 64 (N64)
Madden NFL 2001
(PSX)

• ATM & Check Card

9.

Mario Party 2 (N64)

• Online Account Access and much more

10.

X-Men: Mutant

Plus log onto wellsfarqo.com/spedal/sweepstakes

from Hollywood Video

and enter the Wells Fargo Student Combo Sweepstakes
for a chance to win a Palm' mlOO handheld computer.

Academy (PSX)

Business
Opportunity
In Personal and
Wellness

• No annual fee when linked as overdraft protection to your Wells Fargo checking account. Credit card issued
by Wells Fargo Bank Nevada, N.A. and is subject to qualification. . 2000 Weils Fargo Banks. Members FDIC.
All Rights Reserved. Palm is a trademark of Palm. Inc., or its subsidiaries.

September 29, 2000

freedom; no

^kkeeping; no
inventory;
Contact
Jarl;
or Andy: 538-0198

ajhpoote@open.org
www.shaklee.neuajpoole
Issue 3 \bl. CXVll
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Sensing the truth from within
E
YA N B I
B^j^AHBLANCHAPn
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some things. I knew I believed

Staff

As a Fox student, it is
almost required to believe
strongly in something. Most

never let me vole that way

loving. 1 knew I was saved.

support that position.

in philosophy and religion.

joy I feel even when life falls

The mind is a funny thing.
People can believe so strongly in

down around me. and everyone

A combination of a soaring

vanishes? There is no rational

economy, a growing need for

.-i.-.

explanation for it.
Kierkegaard would call it a
leap of faith. I think it's some
thing much different, much bet

electricity, and a shortage of
natural gas has led to a painful
result: gas prices have skyrock

t e r.

Up from $12 to $30 a barrel
in the last four months, the

5

as stone, and though othe; t!;

This has been my experience

encourage them to expand their

thinking, they leave with the

repeatedly. Is the Bible flawless,

they first surrendered their

Jesus sin, could he not?

You could call it a soul, or a

IS It not, does it matter? Could

same old thinking they had when

conscience, or you psych, majors
might call it the result of my con
servative religious upbringing,
but there is something true inside
me that can't be explained away.
Is this a common thing? Do
other people have a strange sixth

post-trib/prebelongings to a pack of T-shirt Evolution/creation,
trib, white milk or chocolate?
wearing O-Leaders.

Then there are those who

arrive with curiosity about the

world, and with the help of pro

fessors and students alike, they
explore their world more deeply
and leave all the more enriched.
I think I was a member of

the fatter group. I arrived with a
set of beliefs, drawn mostly from
the pulpit of the Baptist church.
In high school, I had been the

Christian crusader, defending the
cause of Christ at all costs, even

when I was wrong.
Upon entering Fox, I began
to realize I didn't know every
thing, but I was pretty sure about

o r

More generally, what is the

Jesus Chrsi t, and e
l ave bee
il vn
ig
strongly in that same some7hin? and the next year
Some come wtih ve
i ws hafd I
StroncrK,

Soaring gas prices

'n God, a Singular God, who Is

And then 1 decided to major

people choose the gospel of

OPINION

It seems we are dealt an end

less supply of unanswerable
questions, and no one seems able
to supply solutions without

sense about the truth, even when

D AV I D A

\NKK\v

Opinion Editor

eted.

gasoline shortage has created an
energy crisis which is going to
get worse before it gets better.
The coming winter months,

when people turn up their ther

gasoline industry.

^wil lessen the

question, if you'd like. Write to

isn't to blame. The/

us to know or believe in some

me, help me explore these ques

problem here is that,

impact of the
shortage.
However, we've got a
long road ahead of us this win

t h e o i l fi e l d s a r e ,

ter, and it will take efforts from

diminishing in size'

all of us to help conserve wjat

thing even when the facts and

tions. Write to the editor even.

evidence seem contrary?
Through philosophical read
ing and ethical discussion, I can
see definite reason to support the

responsible for this sense of

pro-choice position.

undeniable truth I've found at

In your experience, is God
truth?

In closing, if there's one

Nevertheless, something in

This time, OPEC

while becoming^ \
increasingly diificult'l^^

sible. Turn

The call for gasoline
IS greater than it has ever

me, something passionate, some

worth undertaking, and explor

thing I can't even explain, will

ing ferociously.

been—we own more cars,
boats, and toys, and we use
more electricity in celebration

hallway, while they were
"encouraged" by Ed 3 alum help
ing them along by means of pil

Man, and That's What You Think

Guy)AII the guys passed their
tests with flying colors and were

lows.

really good sports about the
whole thing.
The next day, I heard a cou

The second test was to prove
they were smooth with the ladies,
so we then herded them off to

with a lovely version of "You've

event, 1 feel it is my duty to

Lost That Lovin'Feelin'." It was

use a lot more traditions. Right

explain what we were doing:

quite a moving experience.

now, pretty much the only big

last

Bruin Brawl, which is

year. I was an RA of

great, but I think we as
a student body could

Ed 3 and I had the
best floor on campus

do a whole lot more to
establish tradition at

(at least in my eyes).

George
Fox.
Something fun, uplift
ing, and community
building.

Some describe us as

obnoxious. loud,

annoying, real, accor
dion-fiends, natural,

So often we let

and fun.

ideas get squashed by
our own cynicism and

W e w e r e a fl o o r

that, despite all our

apathy, but then we

differences,

turn around and com

came together as

plain that we never
have anything fun to

brothers in Christ.

Mainly they came
together to annoy me,
but tharis beside the

do. If I had held back

point.
We had a reputa
tion. but we didn't

is stupid?" or "What if

and thought, "What if
the freshman think this

no one wants to do
this?" all of us would

want it to die with us.

have missed out on a

Finally, each man was

knighted with a superpower for

the'day. You may have seen a
ing at 3:00 am. we put all 19 of few of them wandering around
them through a test to prove they wearing "ED 3" l-shirts (quality
were worthy of being a man of old white t-shirts written on with
Ed 3.
a sharpie marker), with the
The first test .was to prove nhrase "Ask Me" and a super
their bravery, so we shuffled all

Sepr^ln^f^q-. ?ooo

off . your
lights

So what does this mean for

when you leave your room. If

you? How is this going to affect
your life? Well, it's going to

you have individual control of
your heat, turn it down when
you leave. Wear a sweater

I filled up my gas tank yes

instead of turning the heat up.

terday, and it cost me $17.75 for
a little more than ten gallons.

Combine all your errands
into one trip so you won't waste

To me, this amount was incred

gas. Carpool.
Make it your individual

ible.

I can't imagine what a per
son with an SUV must be feel

responsibility to find one way
that you personally can cut

ing right now.
This price for gas has cer

down on energy use.f we don't
all work together to reduce

tainly motivated me to steer
clear of driving and to walk as

energy use, we are all going to
pay together.

tradition we have is the

creating tradition.

run "the gauntlet," that being t e

precious little fossil fuel that
remains. Be respon

t o fi n d .

Fox, it's that life is an adventure

t h e fi r s t fl o o r w e r e s e r e n a d e d

stairwell, and then made them

ment's emergency

^ reserve in the hopes

As this is a school paper, I'd
invite you to respond to this

As the chief instigator of this

the weary-eyed frosli into the

barrels of oil from the govern

My point in writing this is to
raise a question: What is the
immovable part in us that allows

a combination of both.

next generation of Ed 3 carry on
our legacy. So, Thursday morn

begun by releasing 30 million

that this action

Pennington where the women on

We wanted to see the

How do we combat this
d e fi c i t ? P r e s i d e n t C l i n t o n h a s

ble challenge to the

ple of them talking about what
they wanted to do for the next
year's initiation. I think that's
great, because this school could

vast

up for us.

to present an incredi

abruptly awakened last
Wednesday night/Thursday
morning to the sound of the men
of Edwards yelling or singing or

see,

Granted, we don't have to

pay for electricity in the dorms,
but the university does. And
when prices go up for the uni
versity, they more than likely go

it doesn't make sense?

start with your wallet.

Yo u

by hydroelectric power, but it is
augmented by natural gas.

holes.

BRIAN

A few of you may have been

electricity is primarily created

gas fireplaces, are going^/

Ed 3: creating new traditions
Staff Writer

It also means higher elec
tricity bills. In Oregon, the

mostats and their natural

of our thriving economy.

DIJRirK

much as possible.

power written on the front.
(Superpowers included the Pine-

Sol Avenger, Small Trash Can

great memory.

So I guess my point is this

Did you
REGISTER
to vote?
If you missed your chance to reg
ister when the Service Leadership
House came around,
don't worry!!
Take some initiative and give them a

— don't wail for other people to

call at x3535,

create your memories; take the

or go to www.beavoter.org and

initiative to make your own col

lege experience fun and memo
rable, and then pass that on to the

next generation.
I look forward to seeing the

legacy of this year's group on Ed

register youself!

Voice your opinion and
VOTE!!!

3.
I s s u e 3 Vo l . C X V I l
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From the Pen of the
President

What's with Quakers and silence?
DAVIDAANKENV

Opinion Editor

Olympic
Dreams
BRIAN

DURTCK

ASC President

say to mc, "Oh, my gosh, your head is huge!!
How do you stay upright and balance that
thing?!?" Then 1 would run away and cry in a
comer somewhere.

But when I would Finish crying, I would
dream of becoming an Olympic Champion.
And

now

that

the

Olympics, brought to you by NBC, are on TV
every day during precious class/sleep time, I
am reminded of my athletic aspirations.
I have always wanted to be an Olympic
Greco-Roman Canoeing champion. See, I
always thought wrestling would be cool,
because when people would tease me, 1 could
make them pay by putting them in some sort
of hold or give 'em a "pile-driver" ala Hulk
Hogan or Ronald Reagan (both big action
heroes during my youth).
But let's face it: when -someone got my
huge head falling, there were not enough neck
muscles in my childishly weak body to keep
h

a

For those of you who just crawled

God may call you to speak a mes

out from under a rock: we attend a

sage to the gathered community, or he

Quaker university.
The college is run by the Northwest
Yearly Meeting of Friends, and has a
high percentage of Quaker students and
faculty—high for Quakers, that is.

may have something to say to you per
sonally.

Quaker students on campus have
worked hard to incorporate open wor

ship—and its counterpart, silence—into
the religious experience on the George
Fox campus.

seeking ways to make their individual
Quakerness known. One of the avenues
they seek is open worship.
Open worship may be a new idea
for some people. Open worship, occa

Their efforts have begun to pay off:
Campus Ministries now offers individ
ual open worship chapels for credit dur
ing the semester. Even better, the pri

sionally referred to as "Quaker com
munion," is a time in worship in which

mary chape! services have begun to
incorporate silence into the worship.

What drives these Quaker students
studer

to work for the inclusion of this specific
form of worship? _

The simple explanation is that they

have experienced an intimacy with

Christ that is centering and serious.

They desire access to these expen-

ences on campus and want

everyone else to the spiritual depth they
have

_

,

munion, for intimacy and intensity in
worship.

-A

I

I hope we all can, in our individual
and corporate experiences of worship,
echo these desires and say, "Amen.

t

O, to be a person of God today
E R I C C O S TA
Guest Writer

Jesus knew what He was talking about
when He said that the greatest com

And why should I not love God
with everything I have? Did Jesus not
suffer terribly and die a shameful
death for my love? "God demon

I ask myself...
Do I give thanks to God

strates His own love toward us, in

through Christ Jesus my Lord for
His provision and my redemption?
Is it the desire of my heart

that while we were still sinners,

to abide in God, to bear His fruit in

us," (1 John 4:19).
Yet how do I live in the light of

Christ died for us," (Rom. 5:8).
"We love because He first loved

my life, to glorify Him, that my joy
may be full?
Have I felt the urgent need
to warn others away from certain

this knowledge? Where is my faith
through any circumstance? Where
do the meditations of my heart and
the words of my lips dwell every
minute? Does my every action tes

eternal doom, to tell them of the

It is I, the\

love of God that they so desperately

Incredible J
Hulkliy

need?

tify to this wonderful revelation of
God? Will less than my best repre
sent my love for God?
Ask God what really matters.

Will I take up my cross for
the joy of following after Jesus, and
live a godly life despite inevitable
persecution?
Permit me to ask you...

Seek to know what is the most

Why would I do these
things, if I had no love in my heart

upon the doors of heaven until God
reveals to you what lasts forever.

important thing. Knock repeatedly

for God?
w h e r e

you wouldn't be standing. However, elimi
nating gravity (my most-mortal of enemies)
greatly reduced the number of sports I could
be involved in. 1 thought about the modem
pentathlon.

Being from Southern Oregon, a sport
where you run, shoot a gun, and run some
m o r e s e e m e d l i k e a n a t u r a l fi t , b u t 1 h a d t o

painfully rule that out. Curling also could
have been my big break through, but you can
only sweep ice for so long without wondering

how cleaning could be considered a sport.
So 1 was left with canoeing ~ a sport
where you can sit for hours on end and call it

"training." But real canoe-ers actually pull
their little boats pretty fast, and since I wasn't
into that whole working hard thing, I decided
to create my own event where it didn't matter

how fast you could row, but how well you
could imitate Hulk Hogan or Ronald Reagan
while sitting in a boat.
That is where my tnie talent lies, but
sadly, though the IOC will allow events like
Synchronized Diving, the Biathlon, and
Badminton, they claim that Greco-Roman
Canoeing is neither Greco, nor Roman, nor

canoeing, and therefore is not a sport.
This does not dissuade me in my efforts
to become Olympic Champion, because
someday, with your help, this will be an
Olympic sport.
When it is, you will see me on TV proud
ly standing on top of the podium during the
national anthem ... at least I'll be up there for
a few seconds before the weight of my mas
sive head tips me over like a giant human
domino.

found.

Open worship provides Quakers an
opportunity for community and com

Motorola/Ford/

Xerox/McDonalds/Sun America/Microsoft

t

quiet pervades and you focus your
heart's attention on the Holy Spirit and
c o m m u n e .

Some of these Quaker students are

When 1 was a little boy, people used to

OPINION

"For everyone who asks
receives, and he who seeks finds, and to

If 1 did love God, what would

mandment is to love God with all of

my life be like?
I must believe that my Lord

one's heart, soul, mind and strength

him who knocks it will be opened,"

(Mark 12:30).

(Matt. 7:8).

Chapel: new speakers on the way
Lamm says, "Students are going to

continued from page 1

find Donald Miller to be very interest
ing."

Cried Abba."

So with all these speakers, how are

Next week is also Missions week,

the Chapel speakers chosen to come

and Campus Ministries has a couple of

here to George Fox? According to

special speakers on the docket. On

Lamm, he pnerates a list of people that

Sunday, Oct. 1, Jo Shetter, a missionary

he would like to come be speakers. He

with Wycliffe Bible Translators, will be

then sees if they can afford to have a
certain speaker come to George Fox,

speaking at Over the Edge. Then on
Monday, Oct. 2 and on Wednesday, Oct.

Another way they chose people to come

3, Finn Torjesen, a missionary from
China, will be speaking during the

chapels on those days.
To top off the Missions Week,

Michael and Heidi Pender, both George
Fox graduates who are working on rais
ing money to go to Haiti, will be speak
ing to students at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday,
Oct. 3 in the Kershner Lecture Hall.

before and have d"'"y
onehave
a goodbeen
job.

here

sn

our

fof

in

sneak"'' """ whether the

elat .7'ir'"' " he able to

Several excellent speakers are

find those that not only want to sneak

dent"""''" "hh the stu-

The next special emphasis week
with featured speakers will take place
Oct. 23 through Oct. 25 — Quaker

coming up on the schedule.

Heritage Week.

this semester is Donald Miller, a

ve^ m"nv "th ' ^"ame to miss

During this week, Howard Macy
and Paul Anderson, professors here at
George Fox, will both be speaking in
chapel. Macy will talk about "Walking
Cheerfully Over the Earth" on Monday,
and on Wednesday, Anderson will

reviewer of books, movies, and music
and the author of "Prayer and the Art of
Volkswagen Maintenance." Miller will
be speaking to students on Nov. 6 and

speak directly lo you, -i"

speak on "Convincement vs.

Coercion."

One of the last major speakers for

Nov. 8 during chapel, and on Nov 7
and Nov. 8, he will be speaking in the
Wood-Mar Auditorium at 7:30 p.m

this u" 'Chapel options
with a wide are chosen

you've already lost T"'"
chapels are nostert

theCrescent^ae
lndeT
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SPECIAL
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Students!
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speed and variety on a budget
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Digital Package
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FREE SERVICE
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Runner perseveres despite setback
SERENA

BRUMUND

Sports Editor
For those of you who
read the article on Maria Runyan,
you know about Stargardt's dis
ease, the irreversible condition

Junior Kirsten Norgaard has actively participated in
cross country all three years. Norgaard first tested out
running when she was in middle school and ran all
through high school.

dition was diagnosed at a young

age, she has not let that stop her

from doing what she likes. In

that diagnoses you as legally
blind. Your peripheral vision is
still there but your center vision
is gone. Now, may I introduce to

middle school, she decided she

you Maria Runyan the II.
Actually, more of you
may know her as junior Kirsten
Norgaard. In her three years at
Fox, Norgaard has actively spent
every fall running in the Bruin's

herself. Her participation fol

cross country program.

sophomore and junior year.
Norgaard expressed that

Though the two obvi
ously are not related, they share a
similar story.
"I was diagnosed with

photo by Wcs Cook

to a neurologist, then to get a
MR!, and my last two visits were
to the University of Washington.
Though Norgaard's con

Norgaard is looking forward to
ways she can reach out to chil
dren in the future.

'i want to show children

with disabilities that they can do
it and show tlie children without
that someone with a disability
can succeed." Norgaard said.
When asked what things

wanted something to do. With

were toughest about her condi
her dad's support as a runner,
Norgaard decided to take it up for tion, Norgaard commented that "I
lowed all through her Everett

High School days where she
spent four years running cross

country and track. She even paid
a visit to the state track meet her

she would still be interested in

running after college, but that it's
something she would do only for

wish I could just sit in front of

the fire and read. It's also hard
not being able to recognize peo
ple."

U s i n g h e r C C T V,

Norgaard can put a book under

neath a screen which projects the
words on what looks like a TV
screen. Though the process
allows her to read, she can't just

go outside and sit under a tree

be to compete," Norgaard said.

like you or I.
Makes you sit and won
der how different life would be if

"It would be more like participat

you were the one laced in her

ing in road races just for fun."
As a twenty year old
Elementary Education major.

shoes, running down her track,
having no clue who was even ten

Stargardt's disease in the fourth
grade also," Norgaard said. "It
took them awhile to figure out
what was wrong. I made several

recreational purposes.

trips back and forth to different
places. First to Sears, then the
optimologist, then they sent me

"If I did run it would not

feet from you.

Freshman

Senior helps

contributes talent

launeh

and leadership

healthy start

■J O H N

That strong hitting and

F E LTO N

Staff Writer

good passing has enabled Bostic
to rank in 9th in kills per game
and 12th in digs per game in the

It is true; this year's
George Fox women's volleyball
team is a different squad than
last year's squad, which ended

Northwest Conference (NWC).

ognized but I am not out there
for myself; 1 am out there for the

AMY

CHAPMAN

Staff Writer

Lord and the team."

Bostic, like many who
participate in sports at George
Fox, is not merely a one-dimen-

the season with a 19-7 record.

She impresses fans as
the kind of player yoiJ can root
for. Though very talented, she

Gone are Sharon Bamett, Beth

remains humble. In the first two

This spring, Bostic
will turn to track competing in

Davis and Wendy Clark. For the
first time in quite a while. Coach

weeks of the season, Bostic had

the 400-meter and the 4x400. If

earned a spot on the All-

she has her way, before her time

sional athlete.

With a newly added
vote

for

the

Northwest

Conference Player of the Week
for Sept 11-17, Jamie Johnson
is leading the Bruins Men's

playing baseball his freshman
year, he actually still has one
year of eligibility left for soc
c e r .

Though his love for
soccer runs deep, Johnson will

be graduating in the spring and
is looking to pursue a graduate

Steve Grant's crew is <

in the blue and

Soccer Team in scoring.
As a senior forward,
Johnson is using example and

young, relatively inex
perienced one.

gold is over,

experience to lead the team in

she will have

future.

improving the Fox record this
season. In his third year on the
team, Johnson enjoys the com

to Fox? Johnson chose to come

munity and friendship that is

school and felt that he had a

But don't let

that fool you. It is a dif

2000 SEASON SCHEDULE
FOR

BRUIN

VOLLEYBALL

helped put
together a new

ferent team but it has

record for the

plenty of promise. The
leaders of this team may
be young, but they arc

9/29

vs.

LINFIELD

4x400 relay.
Bostic's goals
remain high,

very talented.

10/6

vs.

WHITMAN

Part of that tal

ented young nucleus is
freshman outside hitter
Nicole Bostic. Bostic

came to George Fox
from North Central US

10/7

vs.

WHITWORTH

10/13

vs.

PLU

7 :00

p.m.
7 ;00 p.m.
7 :00 p.m.
7 :00p.m.

1 0 / 1 4 v s . P U G E T S O U N D 7 :00
7 :00

in Spokane, Wash, after

10/20

entertaining offers from

1 0 / 2 1 a t L e w i s & C l a r k 7 :00

a number of schools.
After a lot of

prayer. Grant \von her
over with the help of a
combination of a strong

10/27

at

P a c i fi c

L i n fi e l d

7 :00

1 0 / 2 8 v s . W I L L A M E T T E 7 :00

biology department, an 1 1 / 3
excellent volleyball
11 / 4
team, and a great atmos
phere on campus. The
Bruin community is extremely
p!ca.scd with her decision.
"Nicole has impressed
me as a pretty strong hitter, good
passer, and with a maturity
beyond her years," said Grant
when assessing one of the team's
n e w c o m e r s .

vs.

at
at

Whitman

7 :00

Whitworth

7 :00

Tournament team at the Pikes

Peak Challenge in Colorado

both for herself
and

for

her

created among the teammates

during the school year.

Johnson has been play

ing soccer since his family

t e a m m a t e s .

moved to Newberg when he

She expects a

was five years old. His career

winning record

p.m.
season and "to
p.m. come together
as a team and
p.m. play with the
p.m. same desires as
every girl on
p.m. the team. Once
we gel, we will
p.m. b e a g r e a t
p.m. t eBa me f. "o r e s h e
for the 2000

graduates,
Bostic has her sights set on lead
ing the volleyball team to nation

Springs, Colorado and NWC
Player of the Week honors.
However, she stayed grounded.
"I guess the honors 1

als and placing in the upper divi
sion - goals which are lofty but

have received have been great,"

back. But take heart fans:

Bostic said. "It is nice to be rec

Nicole & Co. are here.

not unattainable for this team.
No, Sharon won't be

degree in Christian History. He
is a religion major and hopes to
be a college professor in the
So what led him here.

because he liked the Quaker

better chance to play in a colle
giate sport here.
His family is also con
nected to Fox as his little broth
er, Mark, is a freshman and his

John, is a professor in the
has consisted of Park and Rec, dad,
math department. His current
high school Varsity, and now

interests are his fiance, senior

finishing up on the Fox squad. Erin Gates, going to the beach,
Johnson came to play
with the Bruins because he has hiking, playing cards, and play
fun playing soccer and felt a ing sports.
connection with the team here

He feels that he has improved
on understanding the way
teams work and understanding
his role as a forward since he
starting playing for Fox.

Looking ahead, some

Within the last month

and a half, Johnson has gotten

some time to know the team

and is pleased with the efforts
of everyone so far.
"We are off to a really

good start, we are playing well

and have shown that
goals Johnson has for the year together
are to win league and eventual we can contend with the upper

ly a national championship He teams in our league," Johnson

wants the team to have a fun

year and is always looking for
■mprovement on the team's part

and h.s part. Due to Johnson

said of the team's 7-1 overall
record.

He feels that if the

earn keeps working, they wil
grow even better this season.
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Predicted outcomes for weekend games
Thoughts by Jason Baugh

Thoughts by Davie Wold

Washington (27) at Oregon (17)
in

th.

T

Thoughts by Bryan Williford

Washington (31) at OregoiW27).
^

"WashingtojjJiasl^cd prcl^ irnpressiye_

team

handli? 'he game

so far this yeaj:..wif& i\i\ upset ofMfiuni and a big

use (35) at Oregon State (10)

for therrfio be in theJt.6se Bowl."

t u lenge
u BofeNOW
a v e r s#9jT
uroj
satns.aThey
r e n 'wi
tl u p
tfo■ rth^e chal

jump on their horse and beat up on the Beavs."

win at Colp^d^. If they^ca^ass this test, look

/

^

(35) at Qri^on State (24)

/ "S^ar, OSU has been less than imprestuSi^vvhilo'uSC has beaten three decent non-con■ale.

(38) at Colorado (14)
orado has not been playing

take them seriously enough."

[to their abiliw^=i^dilhi?hBiL when you break it
fwn, they lost a toug

"Well, the tough Giants defense invades a
potent Titans offense. I don't think the Giants have

'Ckrs*

and

u s e

late

/
I

j f
New England (

use (21) at Oregon SteW22)

"Something tells i^hat Dennis Erickson

will motivate his team to finisftdhe job that they

couldn't finish last year in Los Atjgeles. Beavs' in
Kansas State (55) at Colorado (lO)
"Gary Bamett will come unSer from the

CU brass, Bufs' record 0-4 now. K-^tate just too
much."

ifiould beat them soli(

enough for the win though, especially in Tenn. It

wil be one of the best defensive games of the week.

Bellotti finally^ts win vs. Neuhesiel, week off

mild upset."

D
a m eat, home
I and
t hJi don'
n k .t thinkTKS
h e wil
Buffalo^s arestough

New York Giants (13) at Tennessee (17)

Home win streak extended to 18 games
down second straight Top Ten squad.

before SC. UO d^se just TU TOUGH."

Trojans will be too much to han-

Kansas State (21) at Colorado (24)

Washington (14) at Oregon (27)

New York Giants (17) at Tennessee|(7)

/ York Giants (24) at Tenn]

"New York Football fcfns

" Tlie Giants own the rightsfto a punishing

[20)

i'Q rca.son to

defen.se that will not be allowed to sfirrender the

be happy these days with both

IS and the

'"iants playin§..wel!. Kevin Dv '

big plays, and the Titans are ever so dependent on a

Hng out is a

"This

quick-strike attack. Go with the G^inen."

ainessee.

New England (3) at Denver (3^^
"The Broncos and tlie^ile-High Salute

and anyone thii

(H]

n e i t h e r. P a t s w

and company h

cos roll e'

t Davis and

will be in full duly, as Drew Bledsoe should consid-

1 road ahead.

his status as QB in jeopayfiy."

/

Tampa Bay (1( j at
" T h e

High expe^fcns in Washington sej

why money ca

a-hnrden-oa^^ ^ins. Tampa Bay has
T^si/c so far, but this looks

The Skins D w
tracks.

D.C. to fight this Oft. Bucs rebound from loss

prime chance fop%E^hington to get a big win.'

MNF—SeattU

KansaSfCS(j|i' (10)
MNF—Seat^21) 1
'Seahawicii.fens
outthere,
Ojinjfall you"^ahawi
ciJfelis out
rememboritf^atter ho\v'^:^t of a coach Mike

"This

on the young sea^enji/l
known loser clubs, b

IS, he can't play Qi3rSeaItl£.^dlUiew^

since everyone else aroun

Bay (21)NFC
at Welfavorites
lington (17)converge on
'"^ampa
"A showcas^f
to Chebret's Jets.'jv
J MNFr=Se|ittjle (20) at Kansas City (24)

expecting a NFL-record crowd, and

I'll expect the Chiefs to post third consecutive win
on the year."

ver, probably win this game.

Seahawks."

a B E M M E S W I T H l E YA M W I L U E O I B

Coach places Washington's
image ahead of his own
When Washington head

football Rick Neuheisel arrived
in Seattle to begin coaching the

battered program, a move that

enraged many fans in the state of
Colorado. He had two images

that were in desperate need of a
makeover: the football program

itself that finished a modest 6-6,
and the coach's reputation that
was nationally tenown for call

heat for her tactics used to lure

his farewell to a handful of play

Neuheisel away from the
Buffaloes while the coach and

ers who missed his final team

Washington's financial leader
were both spending Christmas in
Hawaii. Neuheisel was in prepa
ration to meet Oregon in the
Aloha Bowl and the '95 Cotton

Bowl, and Hedges in support of
then-coach Jim Lambright as he
coached his final game for the

Huskies in the Oahu Bowl.
Lambright would be sent pack

ing off practice to take his team
to one of the many Colorado ing after a speedy Air Force team
snow resorts. Or was it disposed of Washington without
Neuhesiel's fine ability to take much of a battle.

his guitar on to the set of his

Neuheisel would begin

Sunday afternoon talk show in his tenure at Washington with his
attempts to entertain the viewers fellow coaching brotherhood
as well as inform them of how crying foul, after he not only
the coming week's competition

meeting in Boulder.
Early on, the out
comes of the opening three

games had the University
President as well as many vocal
members of Seattle's Elite call

one knew how poorly the confer
ence was represented on
Christmas day, as a nation

soft Duck defense, and in grand
Neuheisel fashion, remained per

looked on and saw Arizona State

Bellotti and Neuheisel publicly
defend their relationship, stating

and Oregon State suffer setbacks

fect against Bellotti. Both

at the hands of Wake Forest and

that they are friends off the field,

Hawaii.

but the media seems to love writ

Washington fought hard

ing about the feud between the

against Kansas State and had

two of them.

defeats at the hands of Brigham

game, but much like the rest of

Washington is a contender not

Young and Air Force, the

the teams in the Pac-10, they

only for the Rose Bowl, but also

Huskies were 0-2 and headed for

failed to gamer any respect after

a grudge match with none other

the final gun had sounded.

for the National Championship
berth. Along with UCLA, the

ing for the resignation of
Neuhesiel. After back-to-back

than Barnett's new look Buffs'.
Neuhesiel would win

the game and the battle of words
for the remainder of the season,

and would have the Huskies con

tending for the Pac-10 champi

throughout a majority of
recruited high school athletes onship
t h e s e a s o n . H o w e v e r, t h e
during a "silent period" but was Huskies would fall short of their
accused by newly hired Gary

several opportunities to win the

It

is

clear

that

weekend,

Huskies' continue to knock off

Neuheisel and his Huskies travel

high caliber opponents with ease.

This

to Eugene to face the Ducks who
are coming olT a victory last
week against UCLA, with not
only a top-ten ranking and an
undefeated record but also histo

More importantly, Rick

Neuheisel has put the public's

perception of him on the back
burner this fall. The message is
clear to the Seattle Elite and

ry on its side.
In three prior meetings,

Hedges as well: the Huskies

Rick Neuhesiel has never lost to

spotlight once again, at a price.

overtime loss to UCLA.

Oregon head coach Mike

Nueheisel is seven-million richer

Washington was one of
five Pac-10 squads in post sea
son fe.slivities and needed to

Bellotti: he was 2-0 with

for his sacrifice of public criti

Colorado with impressive victo

cism, and the' Athletic
Department can once again puff

wounded ego and nation
irte during what is called a s lent denounced the accusations and alPac-10
persona.
The stage was set for
H" shortly after his hiring

Last season in Seattle, a

stacked

up?

.

The coach didn t maxe

many friends early on in the

Emerald City, especialy w.th.^

Bamett of Colorado of tamper

ing Bamett made claims that

were later refuted that Neuhesiel
fknown as Seattle's Elite , atter had contacted current Buffalo
Washington

Srand prviate accusato
i n^of
tempering and

r AthlSic Director Barbara
Hedges. Hedges revied some

preseason goal after suffering an

players in hopes that they would
transfer. But the Huskies quickly pickup a victory to salvage the
protected Neuhesiel by claiming

the coach hadn't properly said a letdown, especially afJer every

ries in the Cotton Bowl in 1995
and in the Aloha Bowl of 1998.

potent Washington offense
strategically picked away at a

have returned to the national

out its collective chest.

For Sidelines, this has been

Bryan Williford.
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CALENDAR & NEWS

October 2000
Sunday

monday

1

Tuesday

Wednesday

3

2

Thursday

5

4

Friday

Saturday
pm CC: Willamette
'/ Inv.
Whitworth,
VB: vs 7

6

p.m.

Lutheran 2:30 p.m.
W S : a t P a c i fi c

—

Lutheran 12 p.m.

9

8

M S : v s L i n fi e l d ,
2:30 p.m.
W S : v s L i n fi e l d ,
12 p.m.

VB: vs Whitman,
7 p.m.

M S : a t P a c i fi c

Missions Week

Mid-Semester Break

—

11

10

12

A CC; Pac.

13

£ Lutheran Inv.
VB: vs Puget
Sound,

7 p.m.
M S : v s P a c i fi c
Lutheran 2:30 p.m.

MS: vs Willamette

Peace Supper
6 p.m.. Cap and

2:30 p.m.
WS: vs Willamette

Gown Room

12 p.m.

15

18

17

16

Students in Recital

V B : v s P a c i fi c

4:15 p.m. Bauman

Lutheran, 7 p.m.

19

WS:

vs

P a c i fi c

Lutheran, 12 p.m.

21

20

VB: at Lewis &

Clark, 7 p.m.
MS: at Whitman,
2:30 p.m.
WS: at Whitman,
12 p.m.

MS: vs Puget
Sound, 2:30 p.m.
WS: vs Pu g e t

Faculty Lecture
7:30 p.m.

W S : a t P a c i fi c

V B : a t P a c i fi c

Sound, 12 p.m.

Kershner Library

3 p.m.

7 p.m.

22

23

24

MS: at Whitworth,
2:30 p.m.
WS: at Whitworth,
12 p.m.

-

29

30

26

25

c

Juaker Heritage Wee

<

_

CCiNorthwest
Conference

27

Champ ionships, Ft.
Walla

. V B : a t L i n fi e l d ,
7 p.m.
MS: at Willamette,
2:30 p.m.
WS: at Willamette,
12 p.m.

Walla

Park

VB: vs Willamette,
7 p.m.
M S : a t L i n fi e l d ,
2:30 p.m.
W S : a t L i n fi e l d ,

12 p.m.

Halloween-

—

Woolman Forum —

Reps: new boys Caffeine; the return
test the water
continued from page 1
to no longer just participate in the
church, but to become a real part
of the church in how he lives and

worships.
"I want to represent Christ
and by doing that, I will be repre
senting the freshman class," said
Holmes.
Elected as the other fresh

church as a worship leader and a
teacher, Meindersee felt naturally
drawn to the position of freshman
representative. He believes he
adequately represents people's
views.

"I advocate [positions] well
even if I don't agree with [the]
views of people I represent,
Meindersee said. My job is to

of our dear Foxhole
continued from page 1

and construction is anticipated to begin within the
next two weeks.

The projected date of re-opening is the week
is a great opportunity to keep a 'coffee house' style
and altitude on campus. It's great for studying,
meeting with various clubs and activities, or just

end of October 29 and 30. The hours will remain the

same as in years past: 8 p.m. to 12 a.m., Sunday
through Thursday.

plain 'ole hanging
out," said Tonya

The new build

ing offers twice as

Wildhaber, senior.

represent whatever they want.'

"It's

a

much room as last

com

man class representative is John
Michael Meindersee II. Coming

Meindersee is enthusiastic

fortable setting

about the upcoming year. Some

year's Foxhole loca
tion
and
will

to us from Brush Prarie,

of his goals are to get the George

being in a house,"
said Julia Payseno,

include conference,

Washington, he is also the eldest

Fox class of 2004 in the Guinness

of four children.

Book of World Records, to win
the Bruin Brawl numerous times,
and to have a fun year.

housed the Foxhole

As the new freshman class

was removed this

reps, Nate and John are setting

summer in order to

out to fill the year with activities

make room for the

John plays the saxophone,
piano, guitar and drums and
plans to major in music. His
favorite band is Five Iron Frenzy,
and he is also currently looking
Along with music,
Meindersee plans to be involved
this year in SAC and intramurals.

for their fellow classmates. They
are excited about their positions
and ready to work hard to repre
sent the incoming class that elect

John

ed them.

to form a band.

can

also

be

heard

Wednesdays from 9-10 p.m. on
K-Fox.

After being actively
involved in leadership at his

If you have any questions
about the activities planned or
just want to chat, drop Nate and
John a Foxmail.

study, and activities

sophomore.

r o o m s .

The location

The ASC

which previously

ing for the position
of Foxhole manag
er. Other staff posi
tions will be offered

construction of the
new

after the manager is

Stevens

chosen.

C e n t e r.
The

is

currently interview

Said junior

old

Kelsey House is the new location for the coffee
house. It is located behind the Hoskins House

I., i;. _ . Dave Kilian, "I real-

across the road from the Pennington dormitory.

verv around the world. 1 am

Remodeling floor plans for the Foxhole are

being approved by the city of Newberg this week

l i f p t r. fi i m p o r t a n t p a r t o f
wouldn't ^ centralized this year. I

ting coffe^"" soon so we can start gett:'
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